Value of fluorescence endoscopy for the early diagnosis of laryngeal cancer and its precursor lesions.
Fluorescence endoscopy is used for the early detection and delineation of laryngeal cancer and its precursor lesions. No systematic review of these promising imaging techniques has yet been performed. A systematic review of the published literature and meta-analysis of data extracted from 16 included studies were performed. A total of 1000 laryngeal lesions were examined by autofluorescence endoscopy (AFE), 318 mucosal changes by induced fluorescence endoscopy (IFE), and 679 laryngeal pathologies underwent normal white light endoscopy (WLE). In identifying precancerous and cancerous lesions of the larynx, sensitivity (91% vs 73%), specificity (84% vs 79%), and accuracy (88% vs 77%) of AFE were superior to WLE alone, whereas IFE showed an even higher sensitivity (95% vs 73%) at the expense of specificity (62% vs 79%). Therefore, AFE also achieved a higher specificity (84% vs 62%) and accuracy (88% vs 76%) than did IFE in detecting these kinds of lesions. However, the sensitivity (91% vs 95%) did not differ significantly between both methods. This meta-analysis confirms that fluorescence endoscopy is highly effective in the early diagnosis of laryngeal cancer and its precursor lesions. Thus, AFE can be used immediately without drug administration or possible side effects, whereas IFE is more suited for the detection of recurrent disease following initial surgery.